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REDISTRICTING UPDATE

A SNAPSHOT OF INDIANA REDISTRICTING

WHERE WE ARE

One of the fastest states in the country to finish their redistricting process, Indiana saw Gov. Holcomb sign a bill into law that redraws the state’s maps on October 4th, 2021. At a congressional level, the districts are expected to remain the same partisan split of 7R-2D.

While Democrats opposed these maps, most concern focused around the 5th Congressional District, which is represented by Republican Victoria Spartz. This district was drawn to be much safer for the GOP and effectively eliminates competitive congressional districts in the state. Beyond this, no major changes were made to districts, just required redrawing of lines to bring districts in line with population requirements.

NEW INDIANA MAPS (PRINCETON GERRYMANDER PROJECT DATA)

POLITICAL BREAKDOWN OF NEW MAPS

Congressional:
• 9 CDs, expected to be a 7R-2D with no competitive districts

State Senate:
• 50 Districts, projected to be 39R-11D with 3 competitive seats.

State House:
• 100 Districts; projected to be 73R-27D with 8 competitive districts

*DATA FROM U.S. CENSUS BUREAU & FIVETHIRTYEIGHT.COM & PRINCETON GERRYMANDER PROJECT & LOCAL NEWS SOURCES